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Composition and Decomposition 
in a CPN model 

P.M.P. Rambags 
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Eindhoven University of Technology 
P.O.Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven 

The Netherlands 
e-mail: paulr@win.tue.nl 

Abstract 

We present a composition and decomposition theory for a high-level Petri Net 
model, viz. the DES model [13, 14, 15], that resembles Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) 
[18, 19]. We give a syntax for the connection and disconnection of DES'ses, we in
troduce the notion of a module and we give a semantics for modules. Furthermore, 
we give sufficient and necessary conditions for the replacement of modules in the 
DES model. 
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1 Introduction 

A system designer is not able to specify a large, complex system all at once. He usually 
elaborates his design step by step. There are two well-known design strategies: 

Composition, a bottom-up approach. The designer has already a set of well-defined 
subsystems (or modules) at his disposal, which form the components of the system 
to be constructed. Some of them are selected and joined. The result is extended 
with new components until the system is complete. 

Decomposition, which goes top-down. The designer starts with a global description 
of the whole system. He repeatedly selects a part of the description and elaborates 
it in more detail, until the intended level of detail has been reached. 

In the field of Petri Nets, research has mainly be devoted to PIT systems [3, 20, 22J, 
Free Choice systems [6, 7,8, 9J and a restricted form of Free Choice systems [l1J. The 
aim of all authors is to keep certain nice properties invariant while changing the net. 
Examples of such properties are proper termination, deadlock freeness, covering by S
invariants, (structurally) liveness and (structurally) boundedness. 
In case of a decomposition, if the original system has such a property then a refinement 
rule guarantees the resulting, more detailed system to have the same property. The 
original system can also be analyzed with the aid of such refinement rules. Assume it is 
split into several subsystems by a refinement rule. The subsystems are easily analyzed 
and they appear to have a property P, preserved by the rule. Then the original system 
has property P, too, because a refinement rule has an inverse that also preserves the 
property. Such inverse rules allow for bottom-up approaches (composition). 
A set of rules is called complete if all and only nets with a property P can be constructed 
from an elementary one by applying the r)lles. Completeness results for certain classes 
of Free Choice systems can be found in the publications of Esparza and Silva [6, 7, 8, 9J. 

In the DES model [13, 14, 15, see also Appendix BJ, a CPN-like model, tokens have 
values that might be very complex, e.g. database states. Whether a part of the system 
at hand can be replaced does no longer depend on nice properties only, but rather on 
complex values, difficult computations and an unconstrained net structure. Free choice 
systems, e.g., have a constrained net structure. 

The idea is to replace a module with another one, while the environment cannot possibly 
detect any difference. Decomposition is a case where the latter is more detailed than the 
former, composition is the other way around. There are also intermediate cases where 
a module is simply replaced with another one, not necessary less or more detailed, just 
different. 
For Coloured Petri Nets, Chehaibar [5J has explored Reentmnt Nets, a kind of modules 
to transport tokens from certain so-called interface places to other interface places, 
where all interface places must have the same domain (the same type). In order to be 
reentrant, a subnet must satisfy various structural and behavioural conditions. We do 
not have such restrictions, we consider the general case where a module can be any 
subnet. ' 
First, we describe how to split and join DES'ses. This is the syntactical aspect, we 
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shall discuss it in Section 3. The syntactical operations should be compositional [2J, 
i.e. their application to different DES'ses must yield a DES. 
Next, there is a semantical aspect. Suppose we have a system Y in which we can 
distinguish a module A. If A is replaceq with a similarly behaving module E, then 
obviously the behaviour of Y does not change. But what is the behaviour of a module? 
That depends on the environment. In general, a module can do less when it is put in 
isolation. In Section 4, we define a semantics for modules and we give sufficient and 
necessary conditions for the replacement of modules in the DES model. In Section 5, 
we give an application of the developed theory and we conclude in Section 6. See 
Appendix A for some notations. 

Section 2 is a basis for this article. It presents a method to give a semantics for discrete 
systems in general and techniques to compare such systems. 

2 Unlabeled Transition System 

This section is a short summary of [14, Section 2J. 

Transition systems can be used to give a semantics of discrete systems. We use unla
beled transition systems to give a non-interleaving semantics for DES'ses. 

Definition 2.1 Unlabeled transition system 
An unlabeled transition system is a triple (S, L, T), where: 

o S is a countable set 

oLr;S 

oTr;SxS. 

S is called the state space, L the set of initial states and T the transition relation. 
o 

An unlabeled transition system consists of a countable set of states. Some states are 
initial. The system starts in an initial state and then moves from one state to another. 
Actually, an unlabeled transition system is a directed graph. 

This definition of an unlabeled transition system can be found in [10J. In literature, 
also other classes of transition systems are described, e.g., see [16,21, 23J. They differ 
from ours in mainly two aspects, viz.: 

o There is only one initial state; 

o The transition relation T has been replaced by a set of actions A and a relation 
R r; S x A x S, where (s, a, 8') in R if action a can make the system move from 
state 8 to state 8'. 

Hence, there may be different transitions between two states, while in Defini
tion 2.1 only the existence of a transition can be indicated. 
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We remark that all these classes of transition systems can be transformed into each 
other. 

One of our primary goals is to compare transition systems with expressions as 'system 
A is more powerful than system B,' 'system A simulates system B' or 'system A is 
in fact the same as system B.' Several approaches to formalize such comparisons 
have been described in literature, e.g. observation equivalence [21] and bisimulation 
equivalence [1, 16], but they consider other classes of transition systems and other 
application areas. We shall introduce our own similarity relationships. An interesting 
topic for further research would be to relate all classes of transition systems and their 
comparison techniques. 

We apply a reduction on any unlabeled transition system such that all states are reach
able and the transition relation is reflexive. This reduction gives just the information 
we need to determine the behaviour of an unlabeled transition system. All similarity 
relationships will be based thereupon. 

Definition 2.2 Reduced unlabeled transition system 
Let X = (S, L, T) be an unlabeled transition system. Its reduction X = (5, t, T) 
satisfies: 

5 = {s E S I 3n E INa : 3so, ... , Sn E S : 

So E L f\ Sn = S f\ Vi E {I, ... , n} 

t = { (s, s') E 5 X Ii I s = s' V (s, s') E T} 

o 

A reduced unlabelled transition system cannot be reduced further, its reduction equals 
itself. 

We map reachable states of a system A onto reachable states of a system B by a 
total function f E SA --> ·SB. Hence, all reachable states of system A have to have a 
correspondent in system B. In fact, they are partitioned into classes and each class 
of A corresponds to a reachable state of B. The sizes of the classes indicate, e.g., the 
efficiency or the level of detail of system A as compared to system B. 
Actually, f is a morphism from A to B with an additional constraint on the initial 
states. 

Definition 2.3 Realization 
Let A and B be unlabeled transition systems. A realizes B with respect to function f 
iff 

• f E SA --> 5B 

• f(tA) <::; tB 
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• '1(8,8' ) E TA (I(8),f(8' )) E TB 

o 

Intuitively, we say' A realizes B' if we have a mapping to project states of A onto states 
of B such that the mapped behaviour of A is also behaviour of B. Besides this, we 
require in simulation behaviour of B, under the image of f, to be behaviour of A. 

Definition 2.4 Simulation 
A simulates B with respect to function f iff 

• A realizes B with respect to f 

• f is surjective 

• f(LA) = LB 

• '1(t, t') E TB : 'Iso E f-l(t) : 3n E INo 3s
" 

... , Sn E f-l(t) 

38n+! E f-l(t ' ) : 'Ii E {O, ... ,n} (Si,Si+!) E TA 

o 

This definition resembles the definition of bmnching equivalence [12J. Branching equiv
alence is defined on labelled transition systems where the arcs are related via their 
labels. The silent step T is a special one. Instead of a function, a relation is used. 

Lemma 2.5 
Let A simulate B with function f and suppose: f is injective. 
Then B simulates A with f-l. 
o 

This property gives rise to an equivalence relation on the set of unlabeled transition 
systems. 

Definition 2.6 Equivalence 
Two unlabeled transition systems A and B are equivalent iff a bijective function 
f : SA -. SB exists with the following properties: 

• f(LA ) = LB 

• V8,S' E SA : (S,8' ) ETA ¢> (I(S),f(S')) E TB. 

Notation: A ~ B. 
o 
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We say 'A is equivalent with B w.r.t. f' if f satisfies all requirements of this definition. 
It is easy to see that equivalence equals simulation with an injective function. 

Lemma 2.7 
A ~ B iff an injective function f exists such that A simulates B with f. 
o 

The simulation relation has actually been defined too strong. However, weakening 
would make it memory dependent, which is a disadvantage in many practical applica
tions. Consider, for example, Figure 2.1. 

a b a b 

c1 c 

dl d 

e f e f 
A B 

Figure 2.1: Railway. 

B is a specification. Dots a to f represent cities and an arrow between two cities 
corresponds to a directed railway. For some reason the constructors decided to build 
two railway stations in cities c and d, giving implementation A. 

The implementation is correct, since each trip of B is possible in A and A allows nothing 
more. Thus one might expect A to simulate B with 9 where 9 is the identity function 
except for g(c1) = g(c2) = c and g(dl) = g(d2) = d. But A does not simulate B: In B 
there is a transition from d to f and the simulation relation requires a transition in A 
from dl E g-l(d), possibly via d2, to f. 
An exact simulation relation would also consider all predecessors of dl: From a, b, cl 
and c2 it is possible to go to d2 and next to f. That is what we call memory dependence. 
In order to verify the exact simulation relation one has to keep track of all previous 
states and transitions, whereas in Definition 2.4 only states in f-1(t) U f-1(t') have to 
be considered, no prior ones. This saves a lot of effort, especially in complex cases. 
The exact forms of the realisation and simulation relation look like, resp.: 

A realizes B with f: f(paths in A) <;; paths in B 

A simulates B with f: f(paths in A) = paths in B 

where a path is a sequence of states where each pair of successive states belongs to the 
transition relation. 
Our realization relation (Definition 2.3) is exact and our simulation relation is stronger 
than the exact form. 
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3 Disconnection and Connection of DES'ses 

In this section, we describe a technique for splitting and joining DES'ses.1 We start 
with the former. 

3.1 Disconnection 

We intend to split some DES D into two parts A and B. In literature, two approaches 
have been described to do so [17J: Draw a line through either some processors or some 
channels. We shall first discuss the splitting of processors. 

I 

DES D DES A 

Figure 3.1: A processor being split. 

DES B 

Figure 3.1 shows a processor being split into two parts. The processor has actually 
been duplicated in some way. Several questions have to be answered here, for example: 

• Is it possible to give a definition of the processors in DES A and B? 

• If so, how should they be defined? 

Please remember: Processors are mathematical functions over their input channels. We 
do not know how to split these functions. Besides, we have an argument in disfavour of 
the processor splitting: In Figure 3.1, the processor of DES D can fire only if both input 
channels have a token. On the contrary, in A and B a processor can already fire if only 
one of these channels contains a token. The splitting of processors apparently results 
in a totally different semantics. Therefore, we abandon the idea of splitting processors. 
We proceed with the other case: Splitting of channels. 

Figure 3.2 shows some DES D. Before we describe how to split certain channels, 
we remark that the set of channels to be split should not be chosen arbitrarily. For 
example, channels connected to just one processor need not be split. This consideration 
results in an exclusion of channel C4 (among others). Moreover, if we decide to draw a 
line through channel CI, we implicitly assign processors PI and P2 to different DES'ses. 
Since we do not want to change the definition of processors, we have to split channel 
C3, too. As a consequence, channel C2 or Cs must also be split. 

lSee Appendix B for a definition of the DES model. 
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• 
PI P2 

Figure 3.2: DES D. 

Processors should not be altered, so it is useful to determine for each processor, to which 
part (A or B) it is going to belong. The splitting of a DES D is done by partitioning 
all processors into two classes PA and PB. By doing so, the channels are partitioned 
implicitly, too, yielding four classes: 

• Channels connected only to processors of P A; 

• Channels connected only to processors of PB ; 

• Common channels; 

• Channels connected to no processor whatsoever. 

In many practical cases, the last class is empty, i.e. all channels in D are connected 
to a processor. In Figure 3.3, we have made such a division. Processors from PA and 
PB have been marked with an 'A' and 'B', respectively. Common channels have been 
denoted with 'CC'.2 The resulting DES'ses A and B are obtained by duplication of 
the common channels. 

Now we formalize the disconnection technique. We distinguish symbols related to 
different DES'ses by means of subscripts. 

Definition 3.1 Restriction operator it 
Let D = (RD,CD,!D,OD,LD) be a DES with processors PD, channels KD, token set 
QD, transition system (SD, LD, TD) and let Px <;; PD be a set of processor indices. 
Then we define a set of channel indices: 

Kx:= {kEKD I 3pEPx: kEID(p)UOD(P)} 

We define a DES X: 

X := (RDrpX,CDrKx'!DrpX,ODrpX,{trQx Ii E L D}). 

2Common channels might be compared with inter/ace places in [5], though we pose no restrictions 
on connections and (initial) states and we don't distinguish initial and final common channels. 
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A B 

DES D 

• CC 

A B 

DES A DES B 

A 

cc 

Figure 3.3: Disconnection. 
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X implicitly defines a token set Qx, a state space Sx and a transition relation Tx. 
We call X the restriction of D to Px, denoted as D 11' Px. 
D 

10 

In Figure 3.3, A = D 11' PA and B = D 11' PB. The set of common channels ee equals 
1(A n 1(B. 

A DES D equals its restriction to its own processor set if and only if D has no detached 
channels, i.e., iff the fourth channel class (see page 8) is empty. 

Lemma 3.2 
Let D be a DES. 

D = D11'PD iff VkEJ(D: 3pEPD: kEID(P)UOD(p), 

Proof 
Follows immediately from the construction of 1(x in Definition 3.I. 
D 

Most Petri Net models forbid isolated nodes. See also the remark on page 35. 

3.2 Connection 

This time we have two DES'ses A and B, which are the constituents of a larger, to be 
constructed DES D. We intend to attach them. A picture of this idea would be like 
Figure 3.3 with the big arrows in the middle reversed. 

Not each pair of DES'ses fit together. 

Definition 3.3 fit 
Let A and B be DES'ses. They fit together, notation A fit B, iff 

• PA n PB = 0 

• cArce = cBree 

• LA tQee = LB tQee 

where ec = 1(A n J(B and Qee = QA n QB. 
D 

In this definition, CC denotes the set of common channels of A and Band Qee is its 
token set. Please note: By means of a renaming of the processors, two DES'ses A and 
B can always be transformed in such a way that the first requirement (PA n PB = 0) is 
met. The second requirement asserts that a common channel must have the same type 
in each DES. According to the last requirement, every initial state in each DES must 
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have a counterpart in the other one. If we would omit this requirement, then several 
initial states might disappear when A and B would be connected (see next definition). 
This would mean that a given DES could 'no longer be initiated in certain initial states 
if it would be connected to another one. 

Definition 3.4 Connection operetor Ell 
Let A and B be DES'ses that fit together. We define a DES D: 

D·- (RAURB,CAUCB,!AUIB,OAUOB, 

{s E Sv I SrQA E LA II SrQB E LB})' 

D implicitly defines a token set Qv, a state space Sv and a transition relation Tv. 
We call D the connection of A and B, denoted as A Ell B. 
o 

Because of the last requirement in Definition 3.3, no initial state of A or B got lost 
in D: Lv ~QA = LA and Lv ~QB = LB. 

Without proof we mention that Ell is a commutative operator and for any DES D, 
D fit D and DEll D = D. 
Furthermore, if X, Y and Z are DES'ses that pairwise fit together, then (X EIlY)fit Z, 
X fit (Y Ell Z) and (X Ell y) Ell Z = X Ell (Y Ell Z). 

Suppose we split a given DES X into two parts A and B and we join A and B. The 
resulting DES Y does not always equal X. As we already mentioned before, X should 
have no detached channels. If X meets this requirement, then X and Y can only differ in 
their initial states. To be more precisely, Lx <; Ly is always true but a counterexample 
for Lx = Ly can be found. Next lemma expresses when Lx = Ly, i.e., X and Yare 
equal. 

Lemma 3.5 
Let X be a DES and P <; Px. Define A:= Xlt P and B:= Xlt(Px\P). Then: 

• A fit B ; 

• X = A Ell B iff X has no detached channels and 

'Is E Sx : '11,1' E Lx : 

SrQA = lrQA II SrQB = !'rQB =} s E Lx. 

Proof 
Let X be a DES, P <;; Px and define A := Xlt P and B := Xlt(Px\P). Then 
PA n PB = P n (Px\P) = 0, CA rcc = Cx rcc = CB rcc and LA ~Qcc = {trQA I 
I E Lx} tQcc = {HQcc I I E Lx} = LB ~Qcc, hence A fit B. Define Y := A Ell B. By 
construction, Y = (Rx, Cx, Ix, 0 x) if and only if X has no detached channels. Then 
Sy = Sx, Ty = Tx and Ly = {s E Sx I 31,1' E Lx: SrQA = IrQA II SrQB = l'rQB}. 
Hence, Lx <;; Ly. Moreover, Ly <;; Lx if and only if 'Is E Sx : '11,1' E Lx : SrQA = 
trQA II SrQB = !'rQB =} s E Lx. 
o 
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To illustrate this lemma, we present an example of a DES X where the number of 
initial states really increases when X is split and immediately afterwards joined. 

Example 3.6 More initial states 
Let X be a DES with Px = {a,b}, Kx = {Ct,C2,C3}, 

Cx {(Ct,.wo), (C2'.wO), (C3,.wO)}, 
Ix = {(a,{ct}),(b,{C2})}, 
Ox = {(a,{c2}),(b,{C3})} 

and let it have three initial states: 

Lx = {{ (Ct, 1), h, 2), (C3, 3)}, 

{(Ct,3),(C2,2), (c3,1)}, 
{(c2,4), (c3,5)}}. 

Define A:= X1t{a}, B:= X1t{b} and Y:= AEJl B, see Figure 3.4. Then 

LA {{(Ct, 1),(C2,2)}, {(ct,3), (cz,2)}, {(cz,4)}}, 

LB = {{ (cz, 2), (C3, 3)}, {(cz, 2), (C3, I)}, {(cz, 4), (C3, 5)}} and 

Ly = {{(ct,1),(cz,2),(C3,3)}, 

{(ct,1),(cz,2),(c3,1)}, 

{(Ct, 3), (cz, 2), (C3, 3)}, 

{(Ct, 3), (cz, 2), (C3, 1)}, 

{(cz,4), (C3, 5)} }. 

So DES Y has two additional initial states as compared to X. 
o 

A transition in the connection of two DES'ses corresponds to a transition in either one 
of them, or both. 

Lemma 3.7 
Let A and B be DES'ses such that A fit B. Then: 

't/S,S'ESAElJB: (s,s')ETAElJB {} 

3a,a' E SA : 3b,b' E SB : s = a l;! b 1\ s' = a'l;! b' 1\ 

( ((a, a') E TA 1\ (b,b') E TB) V 

((a,a') E TA 1\ b = b') V 

(a = a' 1\ (b,b') E TB)) . 
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a b 

DES X 

a b 

DES A DES B 

c, a 

DES Y 

Figure 3.4: Split and join. 

Proof 

=}: According to the definition of TAffiB, (s,s') E TAffiB {} 3e E FAffiB(S) : s' = 
s\mrng(e)I±Ji!:JPEdom(e)RAffiB(P)(e(p». We split einto ea:= efPA and eb:= efPB 
and s into 

a Sf(QA\QCc) I±J (mrng(ea)fQcc) I±J x and 

b .- Sf(QB\QCC) I±J (mrng(eb)fQcc) I±J ((s\mrng(e»fQcc\x) 

where x may be any bag satisfying x ~ (s \ mrng( e » f Q cc. 
Hence, e = ea U eb and s = a I±J b. We define 

a' a\mrng( ea) I±J i!:JPEdom(ea) RA(p)( ea(p» and 

b' .- b\mrng(eb) I±J i!:JPEdom(eb)RB(p)(eb(p». 

Then s' = a' I±J b'. Since dam( e) of 0, there are three possibilities far dam( ea) and 
dam( eb): 

1. Dam( ea) of 0 /I dam( eb) -I 0, hence (a, a') E TA /I (b, b') E TB 

2. Dam( ea) -I 0 /I dam( eb) = 0, meaning (a, a') E TA /I b = b' 

3. Dam( ea) = 0 /I dam( eb) -I 0, implying a = a' /I (b, b') E TB . 
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<:=: (((a,a' ) E TA II (b,b' ) E TB) V 

o 

((a,a' ) E TA II b = b' ) V 

(a=a'll (b,b')ETB)) 

( 3ea E FA(a) : a' = a\mrng( ea) I±! ItiPEdom(<a) RA(p)( ea(p)) 

II 3eb E FB(b) : b' = b\mrng( eb) I±! ItiPEdom( ,b) RB(p)( eb(p)) 

) V (a I±! b, a'l±! b' ) E TAEllB V (a I±! b, a'l±! b' ) E TAEllB 

1: dom( ea ) n dom( eb) = 0 t 

(a I±! b, a'l±! b' ) E TAEllB 

(8, S') E TAEllB 

Remark 3.8 

14 

By choosing x := 0 in the =;.-part of the above proof, we obtain an a E SA for which 
a r Qee is finite. 
o 

The next section deals with modules. 

4 Replacement of Modules 

This section concentrates on the semantical aspects of the disconnection and connection 
technique from the previous section. Section 3 gives only a syntax, it describes merely 
a way of splitting and joining DES'ses. What we would like to have is something like 
Figure 4.1. Here we have a system Y with module A. The remainder of Y, called X, 

x x 
transform 

into II 

System Y System Y' 

Figure 4.1: Replacement of modules. 

can be seen as an environment of module A. Suppose we replace A by a similarly 
behaving, but syntactically different module B, then obviously the resulting system yl 
behaves identical to Y. Now several problems arise, such as: 
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• What is the semantics and behaviour of a (closed) system? 

• Does the behaviour of a module depend on the environment's behaviour? 
Note: We regard a module as an open system. 

• How to compare behaviours? 

The first and last problems have already been solved, see Section 2. We claim that any 
model for discrete systems can be semantically represented at the level of unlabeled 
transition systems (esp. the DES model) and we have defined three relationships for 
the comparison of transition systems, viz. realization, simulation and equivalence. 

Let us return to the problem in the middle: What is the behaviour of a module and 
does that depend on the environment's behaviour? Yes, it does. Consider for instance a 
module consisting of one processor with an input and output channel, as in Figure 4.2. If 
the input channel is empty at start, the module can do nothing when put in isolation. 
If, on the other hand, the module is to interact with an environment that produces 
tokens for the input channel, then the module can start working after a while, even if 
the input channel is empty at start. In general: The more the environment does, the 
more the module can do. 

.. :Environ- : .. 
ment 

Definition 4.1 Module 

·.r - - - - - - - '.' 

p f-----+---{ e e 

Figure 4.2: A module. 

A module is a pair (M,ee), where M is a DES and ee <;; KM. 

ee is the set of common channels, i.e. the set of channels by which the module can 
interact with an environment. 
o 

Definition 4.2 Environment 
Let (M, ee) be a module. A DES X is an environment of (M, ee) iff X fit M and 
Kx n KM <;; ee. 
o 

Hence, the empty DES £ = (0,0,0,0,0) is an environment of every module without 
initial states. The initiate-able DES £ = (0,0; 0, 0, {0}) is an environment of each 
module with initial states. 
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Now we define a notion of maximality among environments. A maximal environment 
can influence the module in every possible way another environment might influence 
the module. 

Definition 4.3 Maximal environment 
Let X be an environment of module (M, GG). 
X is maximal iff 

o 

• 'Is E Sx : Vq E Qee : 3s' E Sx : 
(s,s') E Tx II s'fQee = sfQee ~ {q} 

• 'Is E Sx : Vq E s fQee : 3s' E Sx : 
(s,s') E Tx II s'fQee = sfQee\{q} and 

Vt,t'ESx: ((t,t')ETxll 

tf(Qx\Qee) = sf(Qx\Qee) II 

t'f(Qx\Qee) = s'f(Qx\Qee) 
) =? q E trQee 

• 'Is,s' E Sx: (s,s') E Tx =? sf(Qx\Qee) oF s'f(Qx\Qee) 

The first two requirements indicate that a maximal environment X can always produce 
an arbitrary token for, resp. consume an arbitrary token from, the common channels. 
Moreover, in case of consumption, the state-change in the private part of X indicates 
which token has been consumed. This will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.27. 
The last requirement indicates that the occurrence of a transition in X can be detected 
by considering only the private channels of X. We use that in the proofs of Lemma 4.25 
and Theorems 4.26 and 4.27. Without that, a counterexample for Lemma 4.25 can be 
constructed. 

In order to show that maximal environments do exist, we construct one. 

Example 4.4 A maximal environment 
Let (M, GG) be a module with set of initial states LM and choose a name a such that 
a rf. J(M. Let -, prod and cons be injective functions with domC) = dom(prod) = 
dome cons) = GG and furthermore: 

• rngC) n (J(M U {a}) = 0 

• rng(prod), rng( cons) and PM mutually disjunct. 

Note that such functions can be constructed. In the sequel, we write cinstead of-eel, 
c EGG. Let V := {(c,v) ICE GG II v E GM(C)}. We define a DES X: 
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Px .- rng(prod)Urng(cons), J(x:= GG U {elcEGG} U {a} 

Gx .- GMfGG U UCEee {{e,GM(C»)} U {{a,{o} U V)} 

Ix .- UcEee {{prod(c),{C}), (cons(c),{c})} 

Ox := UcEee {(prod( c), {e, c, a}), (cons( c), {a})} 

and for c E GG and v E GM(C), 

Rx(prod(c»({(c,v)}) := {{e,v), (c,v), (a,o)} and 

Rx(cons(c»({{c,v)}) := {{a,{c,v))}. 

See Figure 4.3. The set of initial states of X : 

Lx := {V I!J /fQee I IE LM } . 

D 

r - '1 

Module (M,Ge) 

L _ .J 

c 

prod 
( e) 

cons 
(e) 

Figure 4.3: A maximal environment. 

Lemma 4.5 
DES X from the above example is a maximal environment. 

Proof 

Environment X 

17 

It can easily be checked that X is an environment of module (M, GG). Moreover, note 
that for each reachable state s E Sx, sfQ" is finite, where Q" = {{a, v) I v E Gx(a)}, 
because s fQ" is empty at start. Furthermore, sf {c ICE GG} = V, since prod
processors return each consumed token. We have to prove the three requirements of 
Definition 4.3. 

L Let s E Sx and q E Qee, Le. q = (c, v) for some c E GG and v E GM( c). Then 
(c,v) E V, so (c,v) E s and by the construction of processor prod(c), (s,s') E Tx 
where s' = (s\{{e,v)})1!J {{e,v), (c,v), (a,o)} and s'fQee = sfQee I!J {q}. 
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ii. Let s E Sx and g E sfQee, i.e. g = (c,v) for some c E CC and v E CM(C). By the 
construction of processor cons(c), (s,s') E Tx where s' = (s\{g}) I±I {(a,g)} and 
s'fQee = sfQee\{q}. 
Next, let t,t' E Sx such that (t,t') E Tx, t f(Qx\Qee) = s f(Qx\Qee) and 
t'f(Qx\Qee) = s'f(Qx\Qee). Then t'((a,q» = t((a,q» + 1, hence a token with 
value q has been produced for channel a in the transition from t to t'. The only 
processor that can do so is cons(c), however, cons(c) has to consume a token q 
from channel c in order to produce (0., q). Hence, q E t. 

iii. Let s, s' E Sx such that (s, s') E Tx. Let n be the number of processors involved 
in this transition, then n:::: 1 and #s'fQ" = #sfQ" + n. Since Q" ~ Qx\Qee, 
we have sf(Qx\Qee) i' s'f(Qx\Qee). 

o 

Hence, maximal environments do exist. It is even possible to construct a single maximal 
environment for a finite collection of modules, that have the same set of common 
channels. Suppose modules (Mi,CC) be given (i E {I, ... ,n} for some n E INt), 
then a similar approach as in Example 4.4 is appropriate. This time, a is required 
not to be in J(i for every i E {I, ... , n} and functions -, prod and cons must satisfy 
rng(-) n (J(i U {a}) = 0. Moreover, rng(prod), rng( cons) and Pi must be mutually 
disjunct. 

The behaviour of a maximal environment is not influenced by the module. 

Lemma 4.6 
Let X be a maximal environment of module (M, CC). 
Then 

PrDDf 

~ : Let s E SXfJJM, then 31 E LXfJJM : 3n E INa : I X;M' s. We serialize the path 

I X;M' s into. a path I = So 1,'''' Ifn,' Sn' = s (n' :::: n, J(i E {X,M} 
for i E {I, ... , n'}) such that each transition involves just one proceSSDr. We use 
induction. 
If n' = 0 then s = I and trQx E Lx ~ Sx by definition. Assume n' > 0, then 
I J/;1t, 8' Iln" s for some 8' E SXfJJM. Induction hypothesis: s'fQx E Sx. 

If J(n' = X then sfQx E Sx, else J(n' = M and the transition from s' to s has been 
brought about by a processor from M. Processors can produce and consume only 
finitely many tokens, hence sfQx = (s'fQx\b') I±Ib for some finite b',b E IB(Qee), 
b' ~ s' fQee. By Definition 4.3, s' fQx + s' fQx\b' + (s'fQx\b') I±I b = 
sfQx, so sfQx E Sx. 
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;2: Let x E Sx, then 3k E Lx : 3n E INo : k ~" x. Since X fit M, we have 

31 E LX(jJM : IfQx = k, hence 1 X$M' If(QM\QCC) I!J x E SXfIJM and 
(If(QM\QCC)l!Jx)fQx = x. 

o 

Now we define a closure for modules. The closure of a module (M, CC) is a DES with 
the same topology and functionality as M, but with a larger set of initial states. This 
set comprises everything an arbitrary environment could do. 

Definition 4.7 Closure 
Let (M, CC) be a module with a maximal environment X. The closure of (M, CC), 
denoted as M, is the DES 

o 

Remark: The definition of M does not depend on the choice of X, i.e. each maximal 
environment gives the same set of initial states L M . Lemma 4.10 (see below) gives a 
construction of LM without the use of a maximal environment. 

Definition 4.8 Semantics of a module 
The semantics of a module (M, CC) is the semantics of its closure M. 
o 

We shall now introduce several lemmas that we need in the sequel. They all apply to 
a module (M,CC) with closure M. 

Lemma 4.9 

Proof 
SM ;2 LM by definition. We have to prove: SM C;; LM. Let m E SM' then 31 E LM : 
3n E INo: I M' m and I E LM means 38 E SXfIJM: 1= 8fQM. Hence,8 X$M" 
(8\1) I!J m E SXfIJM and ((8\1) I!J m) fQM = m. 
o 

The next lemma indicates that SM can be constructed as follows: Take an initial state 
of M, add finitely many tokens to the common channels, let M run for a while and 
delete a finite amount of tokens from the common channels. 
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Lemma 4.10 

SM = {8\b' I 8 E SM, b' <;; 8fQee, b' is finite /I 

3/ELM: 3bE!B(Qee): 3nEINo: 

b is finite /I II±I b M' 8} . 

Proof 
Let V be the set to the right of the '='-sign. 

<;;: Let v E SM' Then v E LM (previous lemma), so 31 E LX(fJM : 3n E INo : 

38 E SX(fJM : 1 X$M' 8 /I 8 fQM = v. Note that I fQM ELM. We serialize 

the path I X $M ' 8 into an at least as long path I = 80 *... K~' ' 8n' = 8 

(n':::: n; K; E {X,M} for i E {l, ... ,n'}) and we define J:= {i E {l, ... ,n'} I 
K; = X}. 
For each j E J, the transition from 8j-1 to 8j has been caused by DES X, so 
8j f Q M = (8j-1 r QM\bj) I±I bj for some finite bj, bj E !B( Qee), bj <;; 8j-1 f Qee. We 

define b' := l!JjEJbj and b:= l!JjEJbj, then b' and b are finite, IfQMl±Jb n'iYI. m 
for some m E SM, b' <;; mrQee and m\b' = 8fQM = v. 

2 : Let v E V, then 38 E SM : 3b' <;; 8 rQee : v = 8\b' /I b' is finite /lOll E LM : 
3b E !B( Qee) : 3n E INa : b is finite /l11±I b M' 8. We must prove v E SM' By 
the previous lemma, it suffices to show 3k E LX(fJM : 3m E INa : 3y E SX(fJM : 

k X;M' y /I v = yrQM' 

o 

1 E LM and XfitM, so 3k E LX(fJM: kfQM = I. Then krQx E Lx and by 
Definition 4.3, 3x E Sx : k fQx + x /I x fQee = k fQee I±I b. Then also 

k x:~. k r(QM\Qee) I±I x = k r(QM\Qee) I±I k fQee I±I b I±I x f(Qx\Qee) 

xf(Qx\Qee)l±Ill±lb X$M' xr(Qx\Qee)1±I8 E SX(fJM. 

By Lemma 4.6, (xf(Qx\Qee) I±I 8)fQx E Sx and by Definition 4.3, 

(x r( Qx \Qee) I±I 8) fQ x + (x f( Qx \Qee) I±I 8) f Qx )\b' . 

Hence, x f (Q X \Qee) I±I 8 l';~' xr(Qx \Qee) I±I (8\b' ) = x f(Qx \Qee) I±I v and 
(x f(Qx\Qee) I±I v) fQM = v. Finally, take for m the value #b + n + #b' . 

Corollary: If we take an 8 E SM and delete finitely many tokens from the common 
channels, then the resulting state 8 ' is also in SM' 

Corollary 4.11 

'18 E SM : Vb <;; 8 fQee : b is finite =? 8\b E SM . 

o 
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We have an identical lemma in case of addition of finitely many tokens to the common 
channels. 

Lemma 4.12 

VSESM : VbEIB(Qcc) bisfinite =} Sl;JbESM . 

Proof 
Let s E SM and b E IB(Qcc) with b finite. By Lemma 4.10, 3! E LM : 3b' E IB(Qcc): 
3n E INo: 3s' E SM: 3b" <;; s'fQcc: b',b" finite and II;J b' ---iti- s' II s = s'\b". Then 
also bl;Jb' finite and !l;Jbl;Jb' M' s'l;Jb = sl;Jbl;Jb". Hence, sl;Jb E SM by Lemma 4.10. 
o 

For any environment X of (M,CC), each reachable state of X ill M restricted to QM 
is a reachable state in the closure of (M, CC). 

Lemma 4.13 
Let X be an environment of module (M,CC). Then: 

Proof 
Let s E SXfJJM, then 31 E LXfJJM : 3n E INo :! X~M' s. We use induction. If n = 0 
then 1 = sand lfQM E LM <;; SM' 

Suppose n > 0, then I xfJJkt. s' X~M' s for some s' E SXfJJM. By Lemma 3.7, 
3x, x' E Sx : 3m, m' E SM : s' = x' I;J m' II s = x I;J m II 3i,j E {O, I} : i + j :::: 1 II 
x' + x II m' + m. Then 3b' <;; x': 3b E Sx : b',b finite II x = (x'\b') I;J b. 

1: Induction hypothesis t 
S'fQMESM 

{} 1: s' = x' I;J m' t 
x'fQcc t±I m' E SM 

=} 1: m' ---ir-'- m t 
x'fQcc I;J m E SM 

=} 1: b'fQcc <;; x'fQcc, b' is finite, Lemma 4.11 t 
(x'fQcc\b'fQcc) I;J mE SM 

=} 1: b is finite, Lemma 4.12 t 
(x'fQcc\b'fQcc) I;J bfQcc I;J mE SM 

{} 1:x = (x'\b')l;Jbt 

xfQcc I;J mE SM 
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¢} {s=xWm:} 

SfQMESM : 

o 

For a maximal environment, we have equality: 

Lemma 4.14 
Let X be a maximal environment of module (M,CC). Then: 

Proof 
Definition 4.7 with Lemma 4.9. 
o 
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Now we return to the central problem of this section (see Figure 4.1): What conditions 
must we impose upon modules (A,CC) and (B,CC) such that Y and Y' behave 
identically? 
To be more precise, we are interested in conditions (predicates) P" Pz and P3 depending 
only on (A,CC) and (B,CC), such that for every environment X of (A,CC) and 
(B,CC): 

P,(A,B,CC) =} Y realizes y' 

Pz(A,B,CC) =} Y simulates y' 

P3 ( A, B, CC) =} Y is equivalent with y' 

where Y = X EEl A and Y' = X EEl B. 
Two observations should be added here: 

(4.1) 

( 4.2) 

( 4.3) 

1. The problem becomes trivial when P" Pz and P3 may be chosen too strong (e.g. 
P, = Pz = P3 = false). We are interested only in the weakest conditions, i.e. an 
environment X of (A,CC) and (B,CC) should exist such that: 

Y realizes y' => P,(A,B,CC) 

Y simulates y' => Pz(A,B,CC) 

Y is equivalent with y' => P3 (A, B, CC) 

where again, Y = X EEl A and Y' = X EEl B. 

Lemma 4.15 

These requirements really give the weakest Pi (i E {I, 2, 3}). 

Proof 

( 4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Let (A,CC) and (B,CC) be given and assume Eqs. 4.i and 4.(i+3) to hold, i.e. 
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'IX: Pi(A, B, GG) =;. X EEl A is related to X EEl B, 

3M : M EEl A is related to M EEl B =;. Pi( A, B, GG) 

Moreover, assume there exists a predicate Q(A,B,GG) such that 

'IX: Q(A,B,GG) =;. 

X EEl A is related to X EEl B 1\ (Pi(A, B, GG) =;. Q(A, B, GG)) 

which expresses that Q is weaker or as weak as Pi. To be proven Q =;. Pi. 
Proof: Assume Q(A,B,GG). Eq. 4.(i + 3) gives 3M. Substitution of M in the 
last equation gives M EEl A is related to M EEl Band Eq. 4.( i + 3) then yields 
Pi( A, B, GG). 
D 

We shall choose for X a maximal environment of A and B. 

2. The comparison relations between transition systems are based upon a mapping 
between the reachable states of both systems. A statement as 'Y simulates Y" 
depends on a function 1 E By --> By' that maps reachable states of Y to reachable 
states of Y'. In order to calculate with I, 1 should also be applicable to non
reachable states. But not each 1 E Sy --> Sy' satisfies. Tokens from the unaltered 
part of Y (Le. X) should not be changed by 1 and tokens from A should be 
mapped onto B. Figure 4.4 gives a graphical representation, where Y, Y', Q X 

and QB should be substituted for resp. D, D', Q, and Q2. Furthermore, at start 
no extra tokens may be added to the unaltered part, Le. the slanted arrow in 
Figure 4.4 should not be used with initial states. 

QD 

1 
1 1/1 I(s) = srQ, u I(Sr(QD\Q,))rQ2 

QD' Q, \Qcc I Qcc I Q2\QCC 

Q2 

Figure 4.4: A correct function. 

We introduce a predicate 'correct': 

Definition 4.16 Predicate 'correct' 
Let 1 be a function, D a DES with set of initial states LD and let Q, and Q2 be 
tokensets. 
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o 

dom(f) = Sn 1\ 

Vs E Sn: J(s) = sfQ, It! J(sf(Qn\Q,))fQ2 1\ 

VI E Ln: J(1)fQ, = lfQ,. 

Lemma 4.17 
If correct(f,D,Q"Q2) then 

Vb E 18(Q,): Vs E Sn: J(blt!s) = bIt!J(s). 

Proof 

J(blt!s) = (blt!s)fQ, It! J((blt!s)f(Qn\Q,))fQ2 

bit! sfQ, It! J(sf(Qn\Q,))fQ2 

b It! J( s) . 
o 
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We remark that the correctness of a function does not mean that the function is 
monotonous w.r.t. bag union. To be more specific, correct(f, D, Q" Q2) does not imply 
Vs,t E Sn: J(s It! t) = J(s) It! J(t), as we do not require J(0) = 0. 

If a correct functiou is injective, then the slanted arrow in Figure 4.4 is not used: 

Lemma 4.18 
If correct(f,D,Q"Q2) and J is injective, then 

Proof 
Assume correct(f,D,Q"Q2) 1\ J injective. 
Let s E Sn, then J(s) = 8fQ, It! J(sf(Qn\Q,))fQ2. We define s':= sf(Qn\Q,) and 
t := J(s') f (Q2 \Q,). Then 8' fQ, = 0 and J(s') = J(s') fQ,1t! t. We show J(s') fQ, = 0. 
J(s') = J(s') fQ, It! t = J(s') fQ, It! J(f-'(t)) = 1: Lemma 4.17:} J(f(s') fQ, It! J-1(t)), 
which gives with the injectivity of J, 8' = J(S')fQ,1t! J-'(t). Consequently, J(s')fQ,1t! 
J-'(t)fQ, = s'fQ, = 0. 
o 

Corollary 4.19 
If correct(f,D,Q"Q2) 1\ J is injective, then 

Vs E Sn: J(s)fQ, = sfQ, . 
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Proof 

f(s)rQr = (srQr I!I f(Sr(QD\Qr))r(Q2\Qr))"Qr = srQrl!l0 = srQr . 
o 

For a given 9 E SA -+ SB, we can construct an f E Sy -+ SY' and vice versa: 

Construction 4.20 
We define FE (SA -+ SB) -+ (Sy -+ Sy,). 

F := AgE SA -+ SB : 

(A s E Sy: sr(Qy\QA) I!I g(SrQA)). 

Construction 4.21 
We define 9 E (Sy -+ SY') -+ (SA -+ SB)' 

9 := A f E Sy -+ SY' : 

(Aa E SA: f(a)rQB). 

(Please note: SA <;; Sy.) 

Lemma 4.22 
Let 9 E SA -+ SB such that correct(g,A,Qcc,QB). Then 

• correct(F(g), Y, Qx, QB) 

• 9(F(g)) = 9 . 

Lemma 4.23 
Let f E Sy --+ SY' such that correct(f, Y, Q x, Q B). Then 

• correct(9(f),A,Qcc,QB) 

• F(9(f)) = f . 

Proof Lemma 4.22 
Let 9 E SA --+ SB and assume correct(g,A,Qcc,QB). 

25 

Define f:= F(g) = A s E Sy: sr(Qy\QA) I!I g(SrQA). So dom(J) = Sy. Let s E Sy, 
then 

f(s) = sr(Qy\QA) I!I g(SrQA) 

= sr(Qx\Qcc) I!I srQcc I!I g(Sr(QA\QcC))rQB 

= srQx I!I (0 I!I g(Sr(QA\QcC)))rQB 

= srQx I!I (sr(Qy\Qx)r(Qy\QA) I!I g(sr(Qy\QX)rQA))rQB 

= srQx I!I f(sr(Qy\QX))rQB' 
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Let I ELy, then according to Definition 3.1: zrQA E LA, hence g(lfQA)fQee = [fQee. 

f(l)fQx = !f(Qy\QA)fQx ~ g(lfQA)fQx 

= If(QX\QA) ~ g(!fQA)fQee 

= If(Qx\Qee) ~ HQee 

= !fQx . 

Consequently, correct(f, Y, Qx, QB). 
Let a E SA, then (g(f))(a) = f(a)fQB = af(Qy\QA)fQB ~ g(afQA)fQB = 0~g(a) = 
g(a). 
o 

Proof Lemma 4.23 

Let f E Sy -+ SY' and suppose correct(f, Y, Qx, QB). 
Define g:= g(f) = A a E SA: f(a)fQB. So dom(g) = SA. Let a E SA, then 

g(a) = f(a)fQB = afQxfQB ~ f(af(Qy\Qx))fQB 

= afQee ~ f(af(QA\Qee))fQB 

= afQee ~ g(af(QA\Qec))fQB. 

Let k E LA, then 3x E Lx : k fQee = x fQee, because A fit X. We define I := 
(x\xfQee) ~ k, then according to Definition 3.4: IE Ly. 

g(k) fQee = f(k) fQee = kfQx fQee ~ f(kf(Qy\Qx)) fQee 

= lfQx fQee ~ f(lf(Qy\Qx))fQee = f(l)fQee 

= f(l)fQxfQec = lfQxfQce = HQce = kfQce. 

Hence, correct(g,A,Qcc,QB). 
Let s E Sy, then 

o 

(.r(g))(s) = sf(Qy\QA) ~ g(SfQA) = sf(Qy\QA) ~ f(sfQA)fQB 

= sf(Qx\Qcc) ~ sfQAfQXfQB ~ f(sfQAf(Qy\Qx))fQB 

= sf(Qx\Qec) ~ sfQce ~ f(sf(Qy\Qx))fQB 

= sfQx ~ f(sf(Qy\Qx))fQB 

= f(s) . 

Lemma 4.24 

Let g E SA -+ SB such that correct(g,A,Qcc,QB). 

Va, a' E SA : a ~ a' =? a ~ a' . 
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Proof 
Note that Va E SA : (:F(g»(a) = af(Qy\QA)Wg(afQA) = g(a) and apply the definition 

of~ and~. 
o 

We have a similar lemma in the case that X is a maximal environment of module 
(A,CC) and s =b s', where sand s' are reachable states of X Ell A. 

Lemma 4.25 

Let (A, CC) and (E, CC) be modules, X a maximal environment of (A, CC) and 
(E,CC) and define Y := X Ell A and Y':= X Ell E. Let f E Sy -+ SY' and assume 
correct(J,Y,Qx,QB). Then 

Proof 
. f . 

Define 9 := g(J), let s, s' E Sy and suppose S ~ s', then 3n E INo: 3so, ... , Sn E Sy : 
So = s/lsn = s' /I Vi E {1, ... ,n}: f(Si-d = f(Si)/I (Si-I,Si) E Ty. We use induction. 
If n = 0 then S = s', hence S fQA = s' fQA and g(s fQA) = g(s' fQA). Next, suppose 

n > 0, then SfQA ~ Sn-I fQA by induction. We prove g(Sn-I fQA) = g(S'fQA) and 
(sn-IfQA,S'fQA) ETA, which implies with the induction hypothesis: SfQA ~ S'fQA. 
We have g(Sn-I fQA) = f(Sn-I fQA) fQB = (Sn-I f(Qy\QA) W f(Sn-I fQA» fQB = 
1: Lemma 4.17:j> f(Sn-I) fQB = f(s')fQB = 1: similar:j> g(S'fQA). 
By Lemma 3.7, (Sn_I,S') E Ty ¢} 3x,x' E Sx : 3a,a' E SA : Sn-I = X W a /I 

s' = x'l±I a' /I 3i,j E {0,1} : i + j 2: 1 /I x + x' /I a + a'. Without loss 
of generality, we assume a fQcc to be finite (see Remark 3.8). By Lemma 4.6, 

Sn-I fQx = x W a fQcc E Sx and by Definition 4.3, x W a fQcc #(a~cc). x, so 
x,X'ESx. 
Assume i = 1. Then (x, x') E Tx and xf(Qx\Qcc) oj x'f(Qx\Qcc) by Definition 4.3. 
Because correct(J,Y,Qx,QB), f(Sn-I)f(Qx\Qcc) = 
(Sn-I fQx W f(Sn-I f(Qy\Qx»fQB)f(Qx\Qcc) = Sn-I fCQx\Qcc) = xf(Qx\Qcc) 
and f(s')f(Qx\Qcc) = x'f(Qx\Qcc). However, f(sn-,) = f(s'), so 
fCsn-df(Qx\Qcc) = f(s')f(Qx\Qcc), i.e. xf(Qx\Qcc) = x'f(Qx\Qcc). Contra
diction. 

So i = 0, hence x = x' /I (a, a') E TA and also (xfQcc Wa,x'fQcc Wa') = 
(Sn-I fQA, s' fQA) ETA. 
o 

N ow we have come to the first main theorem of this section. 

Theorem 4.26 Realization 
Let A and E be the closures of modules (A, CC) and (E, CC), respectively. Predicate 
P, from Eqs. 4.1 and 4.4 satisfies: 
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P, = 3g E SA --> SB, correct(g,A,Qee,QB) 

A realizes B with 9 /I A realizes B with 9 . 

Proof 
We start with Eq. 4.l. 
Let (A,CC) and (B,CC) be modules, X an environment of (A,CC) and (B,CC) 
and define Y:= XE!)A and Y':= XE!)B. Suppose P, is valid for 9 and define f:= F(g) 
(see Construction 4.20), then correct(l,Y,Qx,QB) (Lemma 4.22). 
We have to prove that Y realizes Y' with f, that is (see page 4): 

a. f( Ly) <;; Ly, 

b. f( Sy) <;; Sy, 

c. V(8,S') E Ty: (I(S),f(8')) E Ty, 

a. Let I ELy. To be proven: f(l)fQx E Lx and f(l)fQB E LB. 
f(l)fQx = !fQx E Lx because correct(l,Y,Qx,QB) and f(l)fQB = g(lfQA) E LB 
since IfQA E LA and g(LA) <;; LB. 

b. Let t E f(Sy), then 3m E INo : 3so, ... ,Sm E Sy : So E Ly /I f(sm) = t /I 

Vi E {I, ... ,m}: (Si-I,Si) E Ty . 
We use induction. If m = 0 then t = f(so) E f(Ly) <;; Ly' <;; Sy,. 
Next, assume m > O. Induction hypothesis: f(8 m -,) E Sy,. 
(Sm_I,Sm) E Ty implies 1: Lemma3.7:} 3x,x' E Sx: 3a,a' E SA: Sm-I = x 1:;1 a /I 

Sm = x' 1:;1 a' /I 3i,j E {0,1}: i+j 2: 1/\ x + x' /I a + a'. From 8 m -I E Sy 
and Lemma 4.13 we conclude Sm-I fQA E SA' i.e. x fQee 1:;1 a E SA' 
Since a + a' also x fQee 1:;1 a + x fQee 1:;1 a'. A realizes B with 9 gives us 
3k E {0,1}, k ~ j : g(x fQee 1:;1 a) + g(x fQee 1:;1 a'), so g(x fQee 1:;1 a) + 
g(x fQee 1:;1 a'), too. 
f(Sm-I) = f(x 1:;1 a) = xf(Qx\Qee)Wg(xfQee 1:;1 a) + 
x f(Qx\Qee) 1:;1 g(xfQee 1:;1 a') = 1: Lemma 4.17:} x 1:;1 g(a') 1: x + x':} ...y,... 
x' 1:;1 g(a') = 1: Lemma 4.17:} f(x'l:;I a') = f(sm) = t. 
Hence, f(sm-I} k;!i' t. This yields, with the induction hypothesis, t E Sy,. 

c. Let (8,S') E Ty, then 8,S' E Sy and f(s),f(s') E SY" We have to prove: f(s) = 
f(s') or (I(s),f(s')) E Ty'. If s = s' then f(8) = f(s'). Assume s oF s', then 
(s,s') E Ty. By Lemma 3.7, 3x,x' E Sx : 3a,a' E SA : 8 = X 1:;1 a /I s' = 
x' 1:;1 a' /I 3i,j E {O, I} : i + j 2: 1 /I x + x' /I a + a'. We assume without 
loss of generality: x fQee is finite (see Remark 3.8). According to Lemma 4.13, 
SfQA = xfQee 1:;1 a E SA and by Lemma 4.11, a E SA' which implies a' E SA- From 
a + a' and A realizes B with 9 we deduce 3k E {O, I}, k ~ j : g(a) + g(a'), 
which gives with Lemma 3.7: xl:;Ig(a) m;~~k). x'l:;Ig(a'), i.e. f(s) m'yf,',k). f(8'). 
Because 0 ~ max(i,k) ~ 1 we conclude f(s) = f(s') or (I(S),I(8')) E Ty ,. 
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We continue with Eq. 4.4. 
Let (A,CC) and (B,CC) be modules. We choose for X a maximal environment of 
(A, CC) and (B,CC) and we define Y := X EB A and Y' := X EB B. 
Suppose Y realizes Y' with f /I correct(J, Y, Q x, Q B). Define 9 := 9(J) (see Construc
tion 4.21), then correct(g, A, Qee, Q B) (Lemma 4.23). We shall prove that A realizes B 
with 9 and A realizes B with g, Le.: 

a. g(LA) ~ LB d. g(L:;r) ~ LB 

b. 9(SA) ~ SB e. g(S:;r) ~ SB 

c. 'V(a,a' ) E 1'A: (g(a),g(a' )) E 1'B f. 'V(a,a' ) E 1':;r: (g(a),g(a' )) E 1'B 

We shall first prove 

'Va,a' E S:;r: (a,a' ) E TA => g(a) = g(a') V (g(a),g(a' )) E TB (4.7) 

This result is very useful to prove the other items. 

Eq.4.7: Let a,a' E SA and assume (a, a') ETA. By Lemma 4.14, 3s E Sy : a = SfQA. 
Define x := s f(Qy\QA) and s' := x 101 ai, then s = x 101 a, f(s) = x 101 g(a), 
f( Sl) = x 101 g( al) and (s, Sl) E Ty. Since Y realizes Y' with f, we have f( s) = 
f(S') or (I( s), f(S')) E TV', hence g( a) = g(a') or (x 101 g( a), X 101 g(a')) E TV'. 
We continue with the case (x 101 g(a),x 101 g(a')) E TV'. By Lemma 3.7, 
3b E g(a)fQee : 3b' E g(al)fQee : 3i,j E {O, 1}, i+ j::: 1: xl±Jb + xl±Jb' 1\ 

g(a)\b + g(a')\b' . 
Suppose i = 1. Then (x 101 b, x 101 b') E Tx and hence (x 101 g(a) fQee, x 101 b'lOJ 
g(a)fQee\b) E Tx. Y realizes Y' gives f(s) E Sy" Le. x IOJg(a)fQee E Sy 
and Lemma 4.6 then gives x 101 g(a)fQee E Sx. With Definition 4.3 we get 
(x 101 g(a) fQee) f(Q X \Qee) ;01 (x 101 b'lOJ g(a) f Qee\b) r(Q x\Qee), Le. x ;01 x. 
Contradiction. 
Hence i = 0, b = b' and (g(a)\b,g(a')\b) E TB. Then also (g(a),g(a' )) E TB. 

N ow we return to a-f. 

a. Let k E LA, then 3x E Lx : k fQee = x fQee, since X fit A. 
Define 1:= (x\xfQee)lOJk, then IE Ly by the definition ofEB. Because Y realizes Y' 
with f, we have f(1) ELy, which implies f(l)fQB E LB. 
f(l) fQB = I f(Qy\QA)fQB 101 g(l fQA) [QB = 0101 g(k) = g(k). 

b. Let b E 9(SA), then 3n E INa : 3ao, ... ,an E SA : aO E LA /I gran) b /I 
'Vi E {1, ... , n}: (ai-l,ai) ETA. 
If n = 0 then b = g(ao) E g(h) ~ 1: see a. t LB ~ SB. 
Next, assume n > 0, then by induction g(an-1l E SB. Now (an-I, an) ETA, 
SA ~ S:;rand Eq. 4.7 yields g(an-1l = gran) V (g(an-1l,g(an)) E TB. 
Hence gran) = b E SB. 
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c. Let (a,a') ETA. From Eq. 4.7 we deduce g(a) = g(a') V (g(a),g(a')) E TB and 
b. gives g(a),g(a') E SB. Hence (g(a),g(a')) E TB. 

d. Let a E LA' then by Definition 4.7, 3s E Sy: a = 8fQA. Then f(s) E SY' because 
Y realizes Y' with f and hence f(s) fQB E L13. Now f(s) fQB = 1: Lemma 4.23:j> 
s f(Qy \QA) fQ B !oJ g(s fQA) = 0 !oJ g(a) = g(a). 

e. Combine Lemma 4.9 and d. 

f. Let (a, a') ETA. Eq. 4.7 gives g(a) = g(a') V (g(a),g(a')) E TB and e. gives 
g(a),g(a') E 1313. Hence (g(a),g(a')) E T13. 

o 

Theorem 4.27 Simulation 
Let A and B be the closures of modules (A,CC) and (B,CC), respectively. Predicate 
P2 from Eqs. 4.2 and 4.5 satisfies: 

A simulates B with 9 /I A simulates B with 9 /I 

Va E SA: Vb <;; g(a)fQcc : b is finite =? 
. 9 

3a' E SA: b <;; a'fQcc /I a =? a' . 

The last part of P2 states: If a finite amount of tokens is mapped by 9 onto the common 
channels, then those tokens are already there or they can be transported there within 
the same class. 

Proof 
We start with Eq. 4.2. 
Let (A,CC) and (B,CC) be modules, X an environment of (A,CC) and (B,CC) 
and define Y := X Ell A and Y' := X Ell B. Suppose P2 is valid for 9 and define f := F(g) 
(see Construction 4.20), then correct(f,Y,Qx,QB) (Lemma 4.22). 
We have to prove that Y simulates Y' with f. From the previous theorem we know 
that Y realizes Y' with f. What remains to prove is: 

a. Ly' <;; f( Ly) 

b. Sy, <;; f( Sy) 

c. V(t, t') E Ty, : Vso E f-l(t) n Sy : 3n E INo : 3s1 , ... ,Sn E f-l(t) : 

3sn+l E r 1(t'): Vi E {O, ... ,n}: (8;,S;+I) E Ty 

a. Let [' ELy', then l'rQx E Lx and !'rQB E LB· Since g(LA) = LB, a k E LA 
exists such that g(k) = l'fQB. We define 1:= l'f(Qx\Qcc) !oJ k and we show that 
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f(l) = /' and I ELy, that is /fQx E Lx and /fQA E LA. 
f(l) = If( Qy\Q A) I;J g(IrQA) = /' f(Qx \Qee) I;J g(k) = /' f(Q x \Qee) I;J l'fQ B = I'; 
/ fQx = I' f(Qx\Qee) I;J k fQee = 1: correct(g,A,Qee,QB) :} I' f(Qx\Qee) I;J 

g(k)fQee = /'f(Qx\Qee) I;J l'fQB fQee = l'fQx E Lx; 
IfQA = k E LA. 

b. Let t E Sy" then 3n E INo : 31' E LV' : I' --y.... t. To be proven: 3s E Sy 
f( s) = t. We use induction. 
For n = 0, see a. Assume n > 0, then 3t' E SY' : I' ny,', t' * t. Induc
tion hypothesis: 3s' E Sy : f(s') == t', i.e. s' f(Qx\Qee) = t' f(Qx\Qee) and 
g(S'fQA) = t'fQB. 
By Lemma 3.7, 3x',x E Sx: 3b',bE SB: t' = x' I;J b' /I t = xl;Jb /I 3i,j E {0,1}: 
i + j ~ 1 /I x' + x /I b' + b. Without loss of generality we assume x'fQee to 
be finite (see Remark 3.8). 
By Lemma 4.13, s' fQA E SA and since g(SA) = SB' g(S'fQA) E SB. 
g(S'fQA) = t'fQB = x'fQee I;Jb' + x'fQee I;J b. 
With A simulates B with 9 we derive 3a E SA: 3n' E INo : s' f Q A ~, a /I 

g(a) = x'fQee I;J b. So a E SA. 
• 9 

The last part of P2 gives 3a' E SA : x' f Q ee <;; a' f Q ee /I a ='=} a'. 
Then g(a) = g(a') and 3m E INo : a '1' a'. Hence, s' fQA n'1m, a' and 

s' n'tm, s' f(Qx\Qee) I;J a' = x' f(Qx\Qee) I;J (x' fQee I;J a'\x' fQee) = 
x' I;J (a'\x' fQee) + x I;J (a'\x' fQee) E Sy. 
f(xl;J( a'\x'fQee» = xl;Jg( a'\x'fQee) = x l;J(a'fQee\x'f Qee) I;Jg(a'r(Q A \Qee» = 
x I;J g(a')\x'fQee = x I;J g(a)\x'fQee = x I;J b = t. 

c. Let (t,t') E Ty, and So E f-'(t) n Sy. If t = t' then (so, so) E Ty. Assume t oJ t', 

then (t,t') E TV'. It suffices to prove 3s,s' E Sy: So k s + s' /I f(s') = t'. 
Lemma 3.7 yields 3x,x' E Sx: 3b,b' E SB: t = xl;Jb /I t' = x'l;Jb' /\3i,j E {0,1}: 
i + j ~ 1 /I x + x' /I b + b'. We assume xfQee to be finite (see Remark 3.8). 
Note that sof(Qx\Qee) = tr(Qx\Qee) = xf(Qx\Qee) and g(SofQA) = tfQB = 
x fQee I;J b. By Lemma 4.13, So fQA E SA and the last part of P2 gives 3a E SA: 

x fQee <;; a fQee /I So fQA k a. We define aD .- a\x fQee, then g(ao) = 
g(a)\xfQee = g(SofQA)\xfQee = b. 
We distinguish two cases: 

1. b = b'. 
Assume i = 0, then x = x', hence t = x I;J b = x' I;J b' = t'. Contradiction. 
So i = 1 and (x,x') E Tx. We define s:= x I;J aD and s':= x' I;J ao, then: 

• By Lemma 4.24, So k So f(Qx\Qee) I;J a = x f(Qx\Qee) I;J a = 
x I;J (a\x fQee) = s 

• s ~s' y 

• f(s') = x' I;J g(ao) = x' I;J b = x' I;J b' = t'. 

2. b oJ b'. Then j = 1 and (b, b') E TE. 
By Lemma 4.11, aD E SA and with A simulates B with 9 we get 3a' E g-'(b) : 
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3a" E g-'(b') : 3k E {O, I} : ao db, a' + a". The case k = 0 leads to a 

contradiction: If k = 0 then g(a') = g(all), i.e. b = b'. Hence ao db, a' + a". 

Then also x rQee ~ ao = a db, x rQee ~ a' and So rQA db, x rQee ~ a' and 

with Lemma 4.24, So k So r(Qx\Qee) ~ x rQee ~ a' = x ~ a'. 
We define s := x ~ a' and s' := x' ~ a", then: 

• So ks 
• x + x' and a' + a" results with Lemma 3.7 in s + s' 
• f(s') = x' ~ g(a") = x' ~ b' = t'. 

We continue with Eq. 4.5. 
Let (A,CC) and (B,CC) be modules. We choose for X a maximal environment of 
(A, CC) and (B, CC) and we define Y := X Ell A and Y' := X Ell B. 
Suppose Y simulates Y' with f A correct(j,Y,Qx,QB). Define g:= g(j) (see Con
struction 4.21), then correct(g, A, Qee, Q B) (Lemma 4.23). From the previous theorem 
we know that P, is valid. What remains to prove is: 

a. LB <;; g(LA) 

b. SB <;; 9(SA) 

c. lI(b,b') E TB: lIao E g-'(b) n SA: 3n E INo: 3a" ... ,an E g-'(b): 

3anH E g-'(b'): IIi E {D, ... , n}: (ai, aiH) E TA 

d. L8<;;g(L;;;:) 

e. S[J <;; g(S;;;:) 

f. lI(b,b')ET[J: lIaoE9-'(b)nSA": 3nEINo: 3a" ... ,an Eg-'(b): 

3an H E g-'(b'): IIi E {O, ... ,n}: (ai,aiH) E TA" 

g. lIa E SA": lib <;; g(a)rQee : b is finite ~ 
. 9 

3a' E SA": b <;; a'fQee A a ==> a' 

a. Let bE LB. We construct a k E LA with g(k) = b. 
Since X fit B, 3x E Lx : x fQee = brQee. We define y := (x\x fQee) ~ b, then 
y ELy, by the definition of Ell. Because Y simulates Y' with f, there is an I E Ly 
such that f(l) = y. We define k := I fQA, then k E LA and g(k) = f(k) rQB = 
(tr(Qx\Qee)~f(k))rQB = (tr(Qy\QA)~f(trQA))rQB = f(l)fQB = yrQB = b. 

b. Let b E SB, then 3n E INo : 3bo E LB : bo ~. b. To be proven 3a E SA : g(a) = b. 
We use induction. 
If n = 0 then bo = b: See a. 
Assume n > 0, then 3b' E SB : bo ~ b' + b. 
Induction hypothesis: 3a' E SA: g( a') = b'. 
Since SA <;; SA"' we have with Lemma 4.14: 3s' E Sy s' fQA = a'. We define 
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x':= s'f(Qy\QA), then f(s') = {Lemma4.23t x'ttlg(a') = x'ttlb'. Because Y sim
ulates Y' with f, we have f(s') E Sy., i.e. x' ttl b' E SY" Moreover, x'ttlb' + x' ttl b 

and Y simulates Y' with f gives 3s", a E Sy : s' ~ a" + s 1\ f( a) = x' ttl b. 
9 . 

By Lemma 4.25, a'fQA = a' ==;. S"fQA E SA and by Lemma 3.7, :ix",x E Sx : 
3a",a E SA: a" = x"ttla" 1\ s = x ttl a 1\ 3i,j E {O,l},i+j ~ 1: x" +x 1\ 

a" + a. Since correct(j,Y,Qx,QB), f(s") f(Qx\Qee) = s" f(Qx\Qee), i.e. 
x'f(Qx\Qee) = x"f(Qx\Qee). 
Similarly, f(s) f(Qx\Qee) = s f(Qx\Qee), i.e. x' f(Qx\Qee) = x f(Qx\Qee). 
Hence x" f (Qx \Qee) = d( Qx \Qee). 
Suppose i = 1, then (x",x) E Tx, so (x" ttl a" fQee,x ttl a" fQee) E Tx, too. 
By Lemma 4.6, s" fQx = x" ttl a" fQee E Sx and with Definition 4.3 we get 
(x" ttl a" fQee) f(Qx\Qee) f. (x ttl a" fQee) f(Qx\Qee), i.e. x" f(Qx\Qee) f. 
xf(Qx\Qee). 
Contradiction, so i = 0, hence x" = x and a" + a. 

Then also a" ttl x" fQee + a ttl x fQee, i.e. s" fQA + s fQA and g(a fQA) = 
(s f(Qy\QA) ttl g(a fQA)) fQB = {Lemma 4.23 t f(s) fQB = (x' ttl b) fQB = 
{X'fQB=0tb. 

c. Let (b,b') E TB and ao E g-I(b) n SA. If b = b' then we are through. Assume 
b f. b', then (b, b') E TB and with the proof of b. we get 3x E Sx : 3a, a' E SA : 
ao db, x fQee ttl a + x fQee ttl a' 1\ g(x fQee ttl a') = b' which implies :in E INo : 
3a" ... ,an E g-I(b): :ianH E g-I(b'): Vi E {a, ... ,n}: (ai,ai+I) ETA. Since 
ao E SA we have (ai, aiH) E TA for all i E {a, ... , n}. 

d. LB = {Lemma 4.9 t SB = {Lemma 4.14 t Sy. tQB = {Y simulates Y' with f, 
hence f(Sy) = Sy. tf(Sy)~QB = {J(S)fQB I s E Sy} = {Lemma 4.23 t 
{g(s fQA) I a E Sy} = g(Sy ~QA) = {Lemma 4.14 t g(SA) = {Lemma 4.9 t 
g(LA)· 

e. See d. 

g. Let a E SA' b <;; g(a)fQee aud assume: b is finite. We use induction to the number 
of elements in b\afQee. 
If b <;; afQee, then we are through since db, is reflexive. 
Next, assume 3q E b : q <j. afQee and define b' := b\{q}. Induction hypothesis: 
3a' E SA: b' <;; a' fQee 1\ a db, a'. 
By Corollary 4.11, a'\b' E SA' Please note: q E g( a'\b')fQee, since g( a'\b') = {q} ttl 
(g(a)\b). Lemma 4.14: 3so E Sy : So fQA = a'\b'. Then also q E f(so) fQee, be
cause f(so) = sof(Qx\Qee) ttlg(a'\b'). Lemma 4.6 yields f(so)fQx E Sx and with 
Definition 4.3 we get 3x E Sx: (f(so)fQx,x) E Tx 1\ xfQee = f(so)fQee\{q} = 
g(a'\b'JrQee\{q} and f(so)f(Qx\Qce) = sof(Qx\Qee) f. xf(Qx\Qee). 
We define t := x f( Qx \Qee) ttl (g( a'\b')\ {q}), then (f(so), x ttl f(so) f(QB \Qee)) = 
(f(so), t) E TY" 
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o 

Y simulates Y' with J implies:ln E INo: :lsI, ... ,Sn E rI(f(so»: :lSn+I E J-I(t) : 

Vi E {I, ... , n} : (Si_I,S.) E Ty, i.e. So k Sn + Sn+!. (The case Sn = Sn+! fails, 
because that would imply J(sn) r(Qx\Qee) = J(sn+!) r(Qx\Qee), which can be 
rewritten to J(so)r(Qx\Qee) = xr(Qx\Qee) what contradicts the above.) 
By Lemma 4.25, So rQA = a'\b' db. Sn rQA. Then also a' db. Sn rQA I:!I b' and 
a db. Sn r Q A I:!I b'. We show that q E Sn r Q ee, which completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.7 gives :lxn, Xn+I E Sx : :Ian, an+I E SA : Sn = Xn I:!I an II 
Sn+l = Xn+l l:tJ an+l /\ 3i,j E {a, 1}, i + j ~ 1: Xn + Xn+l 1\ an + a n+l. 

Suppose i = 0, then Xn r(Qx\Qee) = Xn+I r(Qx\Qee), i.e. So r(Qx\Qee) = 
xr(Qx\Qee). Contradiction, hence i = 1 and (xn,xn+!) E Tx and 
(xn I:!I an rQee,Xn+I I:!I an rQee) E Tx, too. Lemma 4.6: Sn rQx E Sx, i.e. 
Xn I:!I an rQee E Sx. 
Note that (xn I:!I an rQee) r(Q X \Qee) = (f(so) rQx) r( Qx \Qee) and 
(xn+! I:!I an rQee) r( Q x\Qee) = xt( Qx \Qee), hence by Definition 4.3, 
q E (xn I:!I anrQee)rQee = snrQee. 

Theorem 4.28 Equivalence 
Let A and B be the closures of modules (A,CC) and (B,CC), respectively. Predicate 
P3 from Eqs. 4.3 and 4.6 satisfies: 

P3 = :lg E SA -> SB, correct(g,A,Qee,QB) 

A is equivalent with B w.r.t. 9 II A is equivalent with B w.r.t. 9 . 

Proof 
First, note that correct(g,A,Qee,QB) implies P3 = (P2 with an injective g). Because 
ofthe injectivity of g, the last part of P2 cancels out (see Corollary 4.19, db. is reflexive). 

We start with Eq. 4.3. 
Let (A,CC) and (B,CC) be modules, X an environment of (A,CC) and (B,CC) 
and define Y := X EB A and Y' := X EB B. Suppose P3 applies for g. Then P2 is valid. 
We have to prove that Y is equivalent with Y', or (see Lemma 2.7): 

An injective J exists such that Y simulates y' with J . 

Again, J will be F(g) (see Construction 4.20), so correct(f,Y,Qx,QB) (Lemma 4.22). 

The previous theorem tells us that Y simulates Y' with J. To prove the injectivity of J, 
let s,s' E Sy and assume J(s) = J(s'). We show s rQA = S'rQA and S r(Qy\QA) = 
s'r(Qy\QA). 
J(s) = J(s') implies J(S)rQB = J(S')rQB,i.e. (sr(Qy\QA)l:!Ig(SrQA»rQB = g(SrQA) = 
g(S'rQA). With the injectivity of 9 we get SrQA = S'rQA; 
sr(Qy\QA) = (sr(Qy\QA)l:!Ig(SrQA))r(Qy\QA) = J(s)r(Qy\QA) = J(s')r(Qy\QA) = 
s'r(Qy\QA). 
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We continue with Eq. 4.6. 
Let (A,CC) and (B,CC) be modules. We choose for X a maximal environment of 
(A, CC) and (B,CC) and we define Y := X Ell A and Y' := X Ell B. 
Assume an injective f exists such that Y simulates Y' with f (Le. Y is equivalent 
with yl) and correct(J,Y,Qx,QB). Define 9 := 9(J) (see Construction 4.21), then 
correct(g, A, Qcc, QB) (Lemma 4.23). From the previous theorem we know that P2 is 
valid. What remains to prove for P3 is: 

9 is injective . 

Let a,a' E SA and suppose g(a) = gra'l, Le. f(a)fQB = f(a')fQB. Now f(a) = 
1: correct(J, Y, Qx, QB) t a f(Qy \Qx) I±I f(a fQA) fQ B = 01±1 f( a) fQ B = f(a) fQB = 
f( a') f Q B = f( a'l. With the injectivity of f we get a = a' . 
o 

Above theorems have shown 

I. PI (A, B, CC) = A realizes B /I A realizes B 

II. P2(A,B,CC) => A simulates B /I A simulates B 

III. P3 (A,B,CC) A is equivalent with B /I A is equivalent with B 

where P2 is really stronger than the assertion' A simulates B /I A simulates B.' We 
give an example where A simulates B, A simulates B and not P2(A,B,CC). 

Example 4.29 
Let A = ({(p,{({(c,o)},{(d,o)} )})},{(c,{o}),(d, {o})},{(p,{c})}, {(p,{d})}, {0}) be 
a DES with two channels c and d and a processor p that can move tokens from c to d. 
Let B = (0, {(c, {o})}, 0, 0, {0}) be a DES with a single channel c. Both DES'ses can 
be initiated with no tokens at all. 
Let {c} be the set of common channels, then we have modules (A, {c}) and (B, {c}) as 
in the figure below. 

r----------.., r - - --

P d 0 
Empty 

private 

part 

L L - --

Module (A, {c}) Module (B,{c}) 

Remark. For reasons not clear to us, all Petri Net models described in [4J 
forbid isolated nodes, e.g. see [4, page 30]. Thus B would not be properly 
defined, as it consists of a single isolated channel. 

., 

J 
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Now A simulates Band A simulates B with the following function 9 E SA -+ SB that 
maps all tokens of channel d to channel c: 

9 := A {((c,o),m),((d,o),n)} E SA: {((c,o),m+ n)}. 

Note that SA = lB({(c,o),(d,o)}), SB = lB({(c,o)}), LA = LB = SA = SB = {0}, 
g(LA) = LB, correct(g,A,{(c,O)},QB), 
LA = SA= H((c,o),m),((d,o),n)} I m,n E iNa}, 
L-a=Sll=H((c,o),n)} I nEiNo},g(SA)=Sll, 
TA = {({((c,o),m+ 1), ((d,o),n)}, {((c,o),m), ((d,o),n+ I)}) I m,n E iNa U{oo}}, 
TB = 0, TA = TB = {({0},{0})}, TA = {(t,t') E SA x SA I t = t'V (t,t') ETA} and 

Tll = {(t,t) It E Sll}' 
The assertions 'A simulates B with g' and 'A simulates B' are easily verified. 
The negation of the last part of P2 corresponds to 

3aESA : 3b~g(a)f{(c,o)}: bisfinitefl 
• 9 

Va' E SA: a ='=} a' ~ ~(b ~ a'f{(c,o)}). 

Choose a = {(d,o)} and b = g(a) = {(e,o)}, then the only a' E SA that satisfies 

a db} a' is a itself, but certainly b is not a sub-bag of 0 = a f {(c, o)}. 
o 

We think that the reason of this asymmetry has to do with the definition of the simu
lation relation, which has actually been defined too strong. See also page 6. 

When we intend to build a huge DES, we usually start with a global definition and apply 
a kind of top-down strategy in order to reach the intended level of detail. Actually, we 
repeatedly select a module of the DES at hand and replace it with a more detailed one. 
Next lemma can be used for this procedure. It gives a sufficient condition to safely 
replace a module with another one. 

Lemma 4.30 
Let (A, CC) and (B, CC) be modules and let X be an environment of (A, CC) and 
(B, CC). Suppose X is connected to either A or B. 
If P2(A,B,CC) then X can impossibly determine which of A and B it has been con
nected to. 

Proof 
Suppose X can distinguish between A and B. Then either a reachable state s E SXEIlA 
exists such that s f(Qx\Qcc) </. SXEllB t(Qx\Qcc) or there is an s E SXEllB with 
sf(Qx\Qcc) </. SX(llA t(Qx\Qcc). 
We shall prove that SXEllA ~(Qx\Qcc) = SXEIlB ~(Qx\Qcc), hence such an s cannot 
exist. 
Let 9 satisfy P2 and define J := ;:(g). Theorem 4.27: X Ell A simulates X Ell B with J, 
so J(SXEIlA) = SXEIlB. Then 
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o 

SXfJJB ~(QX\QCC) = {tf(Qx\Qcc) I t E f(Sx<l)A)} = {J(s)f(Qx\Qcc) I 
s E SX<l)A} = ((Sf(QXfJJA\QA) I±Jg(SfQA))f(Qx\Qcc) I s E SX<l)A} = 

{sf(Qx\Qcc)1±J0 I s E SX<l)A} = SX<l)A ~(QX\QCC). 

The above result can easily be generalized. 
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Next corollary gives, for a module M and an environment X, a set U of modules with 
M E U such that X cannot observe a difference between modules of U. 

Corollary 4.31 

Let X be an environment of module (D, CC) and let U be the smallest set satisfying: 

• (D,CC)EU; 

• For all DES'ses D' with KD' ;2 CC : 
If X is an environment of (D',CC) and 

(3D" E U: Pz(D', D", CC) or Pz(D", D', CC)) 
then (D',CC) E U . 

Then X cannot discriminate among any module of U. 

Proof 
Like the previous proof, we have for any two (D,CC),(D',CC) E U, 
SX<l)D ~(Qx\Qcc) = SX<l)D' ~(Qx\Qcc). 
o 

This corollary gives rise to a notion of observation equivalence (cf. [21]). 

Definition 4.32 Observation equivalence 
Two modules (D1,CC) and (Dz,CC) are observation equivalent w.r.t. an environ
ment X if X cannot distinguish between them, i.e. if SX<l)D

1 
~ (Qx\Qcc) = 

SXfJJD2 t(Qx\Qcc). If this property holds for all environments X, then they are 
observation equivalent. 
o 

Corollary 4.31 gives a set of modules U, observation equivalent with (D,CC) w.r.t. 
environment X. Note that U may not be the largest set of modules containing (D,CC) 
among which X cannot observe any difference. E.g., if Px = 0 and Kx = CC, then 
each module is identical to X. For a maximal environment X, U might be the set of all 
modules observation equivalent with (D, CC). This is an item for further investigation. 

5 Application 

In this section, we shall apply the theory to an exam pie. 
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Consider modules MI and M2 that can communicate with an environment via channels 
c and d. Their task is to transport tokens from c to d and both of them use a private 
channel e. 
Module M I : 

r---------------, 

c p e q d 

L _______________ ~ 

MI = (DI' {c, d}) with 

CD, {(c,iNo), (d,iNo), (e,iNo)}, LD, = {0}, 

ID, {(p, {c}), (q,{e})}, aD, = {(p,{e}), (q,{d})} and for n E iNa, 

RD,(p)({(c,n)}) = {(e,n)} and RD,(q)({(e,n)}) = {(d,n)}. 

Module M 2 : 

r---------------, 

c p • q d 
e 

L _______________ J 

This time, e is a database in which values of tokens can be stored. 

M2 = (D2,{c,d}) with 

CD, = CD, r {c, d} u {(e, iNa ;4 iNI )}, LD, = {{ (e, 0)}} 

1: An J E iNa ;4 iNI stored in e corresponds to J( d) tokens with value d 
for each d E dom(f). :j> 

ID, = {(p,{c,e}), (q,{e})}, aD, = {(p,{e}), (q,{d,e})} 

and for n E iNo and J E iNo ;4 iN}, 

RD,(p)({(c,n), (e,J)}) = 

if n E dom(J) 

then {(e, J\{(n,J(n))}U {(n,J(n) + I)})} 

else {(e,JU{(n,l)})} 
fi and 
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RD,(q)({(e,J)}) = 

if dom(f) = 0 
then {(e, J)} 
else if J(n) = 1 

ii. 

then {(d, n), (e, J\ {(n, 1)})} 

else {(d, n), (e, J\ {(n,j(n))} U {(n,j( n) - 1)})} 

ii where n = min(dom(f)) 
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Notice that processor q selects the smallest value of the contents of store e and produces 
a token with that value for channel d. 

We claim: No environment can distinguish between M J and M2. We shall try to prove 
this fact. 

Attempt 1: Try Lemma 4.30. 

First, we must give a correct mapping 9 E SD, -+ SD, or agE SD, -+ SD,. This 
9 should leave tokens in channels c and d unchanged because of the correctness re
quirement (Definition 4.16). Tokens in channel e of DJ can be mapped in a one-to-one 
fashion to a database state of store e of D2 • Let Q{o,d} be the set of all possible to
kens in channels c and d, i.e. Q{o,d} = {(x,v) I x E {c,d} /I v E CD, (x)}, We give 
9 E SD, -+ SD,: 

9 .- >. s E SD, : SrQ{o,d} I±I {(e,J)} where 

J=>'nE{nElNo I (e,n)Es}: s((e,n)) , 

Note that 9 is injective. Next, we should prove P2(DJ ,D2,{c,d}), which in this case 
equals P3 (D J ,D2,{c,d}). However, P3 (D J ,D2,{c,d}) does not hold, because D J and 
D2 are not equivalent! The point is that processor q of D J can select any token from 
channel e to transport to channel d, whereas processor q of D2 always selects the small
est value of database e. Formally, define a:= {(e,1), (e,3)} and a':= {(e,1), (d,3)}, 
then a,a' E liD, and (a, a') E TD, but (g(a),g(a')) rf. TD,· 

Attempt 2: Try Corollary 4.31. 

We construct a module M3 = (D3,{c,d}), a correct function 9 : SD, -+ SD3 and a 
correct function 9' : S D, -+ S D3 such that P2 (DJ , D3 , { c, d} ) for 9 and P2( D2, D3 , { c, d} ) 
for g'. Then Corollary 4,31 proves our claim. 

r--------, 

c p d 

L _______ ...J 
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M3 = (D3, {c, d}) with 

CVa = {(c,iNo), (d,iNo)}, LVa = {0}, 

IVa = {(p, {c})}, OVa = {(p, {d})} 

and for n E iNo, Rva({(c,n)}) = {(d,n)}. 

Module M3 performs the same task as M, and M2 , yet without a private channel. 

9 := A 8 E Sv, : 8rQ{c,d} I:!J [(d,n) I (e,n) E 8] 

g' := AS E Sv, : 8rQ{c,d} I:!J I±J A (d,a) E {d} X dom(f): I(a) 
(e,J)E' 

Remark: Dom(g') is not restricted to states with exact one token in channel e. 

Proof 
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It is easy to see that 9 and g' are correct functions. To prove an expression of the form 
'A simulates B with I,' the following items must be proven (cf. Definition 2.4): 

• I(LA) = LB 

• 1(3A) = 3B 

• '1(s,s') E TA: (f(s),I(s')) E TB 

• '1(t, t') E TB, t ,p t' : 'Iso E I-l(t) n 3A : 

38 E r'(t) : 38' E I-l(t') : So ok, 8 + s' . 

D, simulates D3: 
g(Lv,) = g( {0}) = {0} = LV3 
g(3v,) = g({0}) = {0} = 3va 
and Tv, = TVa = {({0}, {0})}. 

D, simulates D3: 
g(LD,) = g({8 E SD, I 8rQe is finite}) = SDa = LDa , 
where Qe = {(e,n) I n E iNo} 

g( 3D,) = f Lemma 4.9 and the above :j> 3Da 

Let (8,S') E TD . It suffices to show g(8) = g(8') V (g(8),g(8')) E TVa. 
If S = 8' then' we are through, otherwise 3y E FD, (s) : s' = s\mrng(y) I:!J 

l!JiEdom(y)RD,(i)(y(i)). If P rf. dom(y) then dom(y) = {q} and since g(y(q)) = 
g(RD,(q)(y(q)), g(8) = g(8'). If P E dom(y) then y(p) = {(c,n)} for some 
n E iNo and g(RD,(p)({(c,n)})) = g({(e,n)}) = {(d,n)}. In this case g(s') = 
g(8)\ {(c, n)} I:!J {(d, n)}, hence (g(8 ),g(8')) E TDa' 
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Let (t,t') E 1'15" t -I t'. Then 3n E INo: (c,n) E t 1\ t' = t\{(c,n}} W {(d,n)}. 
1 . 

Let 80 E f- (t) n SD" then (c,n) E 80, (80,So\{(c,n}} W {(e,n)}} E TD, and 
f(so\{(c,n}}W {(e,n}}) = f(so)\{(c,n}}W {(d,n}} = t. 

Last part: 
To be proven 'V s E 515, : 'Vb <;; g( s) f Q {c,d} : b is finite * 3s' E 515, 

b <;; 8' f Q {c,d} 1\ s =£:. s'. 

Let 8 E 515 and b <;; g(s)fQ{c,d} such that b is finite. Define b':= sfQe, then b' is 
finite. Let (e, n1), ... , (e, n#b') be the elements of b' and define for i E {O, ... , #b'}, 
S;:= s\(l!:J1$j$;{(e,nj}})Wl~h$j$;{(d,nj}}, then So = s, s#b,fQe = 0, S#b' = g(s), 
'Vi E {1, ... , #b'}: (8;_1, s;) E TD! and g(s;) = g(s) for all i E {O, ... , #b'}. Hence 

b <;; s#b' and s =£:. S#b" 

Dz simulates D3: 
g'(LD,) = g'( {0}) = {0} = LD, 
g'(5D,) = g'( {0}) = {0} = 5D, 
and TD, = TD, = {({0}, {0}}}. 

Dz simulates D3: 
g'(L15,) = g'({8 E SD, 13f E INo f> IN1 : 8fQe = {(e,f}} 1\ dom(J) is finite}) = 
SD, = L15" where Qe = {(e, f) 1 f E INo f> IN1} 

g'(515,) = 1: Lemma 4.9 and the above:j> 515, 

Let (s,s') E 1'15,. We prove g'(8) = g'(8') V (g'(s),g'(s')} E TD,. If s = s' then we 
are through. For s -I s', 3y E FD, (s) : s' = s\mrng(y) W l!:J;Edom(y) RD,( i)(y( i)). 
If q E dom(y) then g'(y(q)) = 9'(RD,(q)(y(q)), hence if p f. dom(y) then g'(s) = 
g'(s'). 
If p E dom(y) then for some n E INo and f E INo f> IN1, yep) = {(c, n), (e, J)} 

{ 
{(e, f U {en, 1}}}}, n f. dom(J) 

and RD,(p)(y(p)) = {(e, f\ {(n, I( n)}} U {(n, I( n) + 1}}}}, n E dom(J). 

In this case, g'(RD,(p)(y(p))) = g'(y(p))\{(c,n}}W {(d,n}}, hence also g'(8') = 
g'(8)\ {(c, n)} W {(d, n)}, i.e. (g'(S),g'(8')) E TD,. 

Last part: 
To be proven 'V8 E 515, : 'Vb <;; g'(s) fQ{c,d} : b is finite * 38' E 515, 

b <;; s'fQ{c,d} 1\ s k s'. 
Let 8 E 515, and b <;; g'(s)fQ{c,d} such that b is finite. Now sfQe = {(e,J)} for 
some I E INo f> IN1 with dom(J) finite. Define n := LjEdom(j) f(j), 80 := 8, 
fo := f and for i E {1, ... , n}, S; := S;-l \ {( e, !;-1)} W RD, (q)( {(e, !;-1)}) and f; 
is the unique!' E INo f> IN1 satisfyhlg S; fQe = {(e,!,)}. Then Vi E {1, ... ,n}: 

(8;_1,S;) E TD, 1\ g'(8;-tl = g'(8;), i.e. 8 k 8n. Dom(Jn) = 0, hence 8n = g'(8) 
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and b <;;; Sn. 

D 

6 Concluding Remarks 

We introduced modules in the DES model, a high-level CPN-Iike Petri Net model and 
we gave a semantics for them. Our notion of modules is general, as it does not have 
structural or behavioural restrictions. 
When a module is replaced with another one, the behaviour of the overall system should 
not change. To this purpose, we gave sufficient and necessary conditions in terms of the 
modules only, where we used the notions realization, simulation and equivalence [Sec
tion 2] to express similar behaviours. For modules, we defined a notion of observation 
equivalence and for a module with an environment, we gave a set of observation equiv
alent modules, among which the environment cannot detect any difference. This was 
illustrated with an example. 

Further work 

The last-mentioned set of observation equivalent modules is, in general, not as large 
as possible. E.g. for an empty environment, all modules are equal. But we want to 
investigate the case of maximal environments further. 
In this work we started from a worst-case (maximal) environment to determine predi
cates PI to P3. The environment was allowed to arbitrarily interact with the modules. 
In practical cases, usually some kind of communication protocol exists, e.g. the envi
ronment might wait for module output before offering new input. Predicates PI to P3 
may be weakened w.r.t. such protocols. Now several questions arise, such as: What 
formalism is suited to express that a Petri Net obeys a protocol? We have the idea that 
process algebras (e.g., ACP [1]) will do. Next, what is the semantics of a module with 
a protocol? In general, a protocol (which is itself a limited communication behaviour) 
leads to a smaller set of reachable states, so a different semantics applies. 
Finally, we intend to illustrate the presented theory with more examples. 
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A Notations 

INo is the set of natural numbers and for i E INo, IN; = {j E INo I j ?: i}. The symbol 
'00' stands for 'infinite'. For any ordered set Sand s E S : s < 00. 

For A and B sets, A ;2 B iff B t;;; A, the set of all total functions from A to B is 
denoted by A -; B and ArB is the set of all partial functions from A to B. We 
denote function restriction by r and for a set of functions F, F t A = {! r A I f E F}. 
P(A) denotes the set of all subsets of A and lB(A) denotes the set of all multisets 
(bags) over A, i.e. the set of all total functions from A to INo U {oo}. Please note: 
Infinitely many copies of the same element can appear in a bag and a bag can contain 
infinitely many different elements. For b E lB(A) and x some element: x E b iff x E A 
and b(x) > O. The number of elements in bag b is denoted by #b, i.e. #b = LaeA b(a). 
b is infinite iff Vk E INo: 3B t;;; A : LaEBb(a) > k, otherwise b is finite. For f 
a function with dom(f) = A we have an analogous bag notation for {!( x) I x E A}: 
[f(x) I x E b] is defined as A x E {!(a) I a E A} : LaE{aEAlf(a)=x}b(a). 
For x E lB(A) and y E lB(B): 

• xt;;;y iff Va Ex: a E B II x( a) :":: y( a) . 

• x=y iff xt;;;yllyt;;;x. 

• xl±Jy = A a E Au B : if a E A \ B then x(a) 
else if a E B \ A then y(a) 
else x(a) + y(a) fi fi . 

• x\y A a E A : if a E B then max(O,x(a) - y(a)) 
else x(a) fi . 

• xny x\(x\y). 
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The symbol 'I:!I' stands for 'bag union.' 
Please notice that x n y == y n x. 
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Sets can be viewed as bags. If S is a set, then the corresponding bag S E IB(S) 
is defined as A s E S : 1. So we can apply the operations above to sets and bags. 
Remark: For a non-empty, finite set S, SuS # S I:!I S. 
For a bag-valued function f with finite domain A == {aI, ... , an}, mrng(f) denotes the 
multiset-range of f, defined as mrng(f) == f(a1) I:!I '" I:!I f(a n ). 

We shall use the following abbreviations. See Appendix B for the concepts 'token' and 
'DES'. 
For Q a set of tokens; s,s' E IB(Q); D a DES and n E INa: 

s~s' D 
de! 

Sr(Q\QD) == s'r(Q\QD) and 

3so, "',Sn E SD: So == SrQD f\ Sn == S'rQD f\ 

Vi E {l, ... ,n}: (S;_l,S;) E TD. 

Furthermore, if f is a function over SD (i.e. dom(f) == SD): 

s k S' de! Sr(Q\QD) == s'r(Q\QD) and 

3m E INa: 3so, ... ,Sm E f- 1(f(srQD)): 

So == SrQD f\ Sm == S'rQD f\ Vi E {l, ... ,m}: (S;_l,S;) E TD . 

Intuitively, s £i. s' means that D can go from state s to state s' in n steps and s k s' 
means that it is possible to go from state s to s' within the same class. (Note: States 
sand s' are in the same class iff f( s) == f( s').) 

We abbreviate s v. s' f\ s' £i. s" with s v. s' £i. s", similarly for k. 
Without proof we mention several properties: 
(For concepts fit and (j) see Section 3; m, n E INa; Q a set oftokens and s, s', t, t' E IB( Q); 
D, D' DES'ses and f a function over SD) 

• If s £i. s' then 3b C;; s: 3b' E SD: b,b' are finite f\ s' == (s\b) I:!I b' . 

• (3s" E IB(Q) : s V. s" £i. s') ~ 8 mbn. s' . 

• If s £i. s' then s I:!I t £i. s' I:!I t . 

• If D fit D' s -'il+- s' and t ---Jh. t' then s I:!I t - 'D D' 
max(m,n) s' '+' t' . 

DffiD'" '-!J 

• The set of reachable states liD equals 

liD == {sESD I 31ELD: 3nEINo: 1 £i. s} 

and if 8 E liD and s -£+ 8' then s' E liD . 

• If s k 8' then f(s) == f(8') . 
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• c4 is reflexive and transitive. 

• If s c4 s' then s It! t c4 s' It! t . 

• If s c4 s' then 3n E INo : s ~. s' . 

B DES Model 

In this appendix we describe the mathematical model for discrete event systems used 
in this paper. It is called the DES model. For a detailed description we refer to [13, 15J. 

Definition B.l Discrete Event System 
A Discrete Event System (DES) is a quintuple (R,C,I,O,L), where R is a function
valued function, C and 0 are set-valued functions, I is a bag-valued function and L is 
a set of bags, such that: 

• dom(I) = dom(O) = dom(R), countable sets 

• dom( C) is countable 

• Vp E dom( R) : I(p) E 1B( dom( C)) 1\ I(p) f- 0 1\ I(p) is finite 

1\ O(p) E 1P( dom( C)) 

• Vp E dom(R) R(p) E {b E lB({(c,w) leE dom(C) 1\ wE C(c)}) 

I Ve E dom(C): L b((c,w)) = I(p)(c)} 
wEG(c) 

-+ 1B( {(c, w) IcE O(p) 1\ wE C(c)}) 

• Vp E dom(R) : Vb E dom(R(p)) : R(p)(b) is finite. 

Dom(R) is called the set of processor indices, denoted by P, 
dom( C) is called the set of channel indices, denoted by [( 
and for all pEP, c E [(: 

I(p) is called the bag of input channels of p, where 
I(p)( e) is the multiplicity of channel e; 
O(p) is the set of output channels of p; 
R(p) is the reaction function of p; 
C(e) is the type of channel e. 

The set Q := {(c,w) leE [( 1\ wE C(e)} is the token set 
and the set S := lB(Q) is the state space. 
L <;;; S. L is a collection initial states. 
o 
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We shall use these symbols strictly for the concepts defined. When we consider different 
DES'ses we distinguish them by means of subscripts. 

To indicate the processors and channels and their input and output relations, we use 
a diagram technique where processors are represented by squares and channels by 
circles. For input/output relations we use arrows and lines (lines represent bidirectional 
relations) and for each input channel we mention its multiplicity, except for input 
channels with multiplicity one, which is the default value. Stores, i.e. channels always 
having one token, are denoted with a dot (.). See Figure B.1 for an example . 

• 

2 

Environment Known system 

Figure B.1: Example. 

The remainder of this appendix is concerned with a semantics of DES'ses. 

Definition B.2 Event set, event function 
The event set E of a DES satisfies: 

E = {e E P -f> IB(Q) I dom(e) f- 0, dom(e) is finite 
and 'Vp E dom( e) : e(p) E dom( R(p))} . 

The event function F of a DES satisfies: 

FE S -> JP(E) and 

V s E S : F( s) = {e EEl mrng( e) <;; s} . 

o 

Please note that an event is an assignment of a bag of tokens to a processor such that 
for each input channel c with multiplicity m exactly m tokens are chosen. 
An event e is in F( s) only if s contains enough tokens to supply all the processors of 
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dom(e). Note that e E F(mrng(e)), for all events e E E. It is easy to verify that for all 
s, tin S: If s <;; t then F(s) <;; F(t). 
The tmnsition function assigns a new state to a state s and an event e E F(s). 

Definition B.3 Transition function, transition relation 
The transition function T of a DES satisfies: 

T E S X E r S such that dom(T) = {(s,e) I s E S 1\ e E F(s)} 

and for s E S, e E F(s): 

T(s,e) = s\mrng(e) U U R(p)(e(p)) . 
pEdom(,) 

The transition relation T of a DES is: 

{(s,t) E S X S I 3e E F(s) : T(s,e) = t} . 

Remark: The symbol T has been overloaded. 
Elements of the transition relation are called tmnsitions. 
o 

Next definition gives a non-interleaving semantics of DES'ses. 

Definition B.4 Semantics of a DES 
The semantics of a DES is the unlabeled transition system (S,L,T), where S, Land 
T are the state space, initial states and transition relation of the DES, respectively. 
o 

For more results on the DES model, see [13, 15J. 
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